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Student loan default cycles
• What explains the time series variation in student loan defaults?

• What is the role of federal credit policy and for-profit colleges?
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Two step argument

This paper: Almost all of the time series variation can be explained by federal
credit policy changes that transmit via institutions with high default rates

Federal loan supply shift...

1. ⇒ Entry of marginal institutions

2. ⇒ Default rate increase a few year later

My comments: Step 2 is compelling, but importance of Step 1 for most of
aggregate time series variation much less clear
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Step 1: Federal loan policy → Institutional composition

• Narrative evidence: Loosening and tightening in eligibility rules
associated with entry/exit of for-profit institutions

• Diff-in-diff studies on federal policy changes affecting specific institutions

• Trace full causal chain from federal credit policy to defaults only for 2000s
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Comments on Step 1
Federal loan policy → Institutional composition

• Narrative approach informal, and exact timing of shifts seem fuzzy

• Amendments to HEA in 1972 allowed for-profit colleges to access federal
student student loans, but for-profit share accelerated only in the 1980s

• Can you construct a narrative measures to more formally test role of
changes in time series (Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn QJE 2018)?

• Other policies affecting for-profit college enrollment

• Increase in Pell grants to students at for-profit colleges also increased in
the 1980s

• Budget cuts for public higher education, benefiting for-profit sector
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Comments on Step 1 (cont.)
Federal loan policy → Institutional composition

• Labor market trends affected for-profit enrollment and defaults

• Growing demand for college-educated workers led to an increase in
for-profit enrollment, esp during weak labor markets (e.g., early 1980s and
Great Recession)

• Defaults driven by weak local labor markets and weak wage growth, and
controlling for aggregate unemployment does not account for this

• Estimate role of local labor market conditions?

• Time-varying beliefs about returns to for-profit college

• In the 1990s reversal, increased information about fraud likely reduced
demand for for-profits

• Diff-in-diff (variation in CDR) not immune to this
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Step 2: Institutional composition → Defaults

• For-profit share leads the default rate

• Time series variation in default rate accounted for by defaults from
institutions entering/exiting

• No time series variation within institution!

• Decomposition of increases and decreasing in defaults

• 85-95% explained by schools entering/exiting
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Step 2: Institutional composition → Defaults
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Comments on Step 2: Students or institutions?

• Some federal credit policy changes affect institutions, but others affect
students

• Would defaults have been avoided if same students had attended
“non-entering schools”?

• Different policy implications for dealing with for-profit colleges

• Students: Underwriting based on individual observables; improved
information about heterogeneity in returns to college; financial literacy

• Institutions: Force institutions to have more skin in the game;
transparency about earnings post-graduation
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Final thoughts

• Interesting and highly informative paper

• Important new fact: default cycles driven by institutional composition

• Federal credit policy seems to play a causal role, but not clear that it
drives most of the variation
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